I'll answer the first question by saying:

- On this note of the impact of communities being impacted, if he stops most of the violence with a fair system it would be a good thing because the children have no roots from losing family members and friends to the mad life of killing and more of it. But if low-income communities are the targets of the majority of militarization and surveillance to keep the mass incarceration disproportionate, then his term in office is mainly other reasons then making this country great as a whole. From the way the sounded running for office, its not good for imprisoned people.

- The methods that would help the resistance to repression behind the walls is building better professional relationships that take from their training that humans doing time are animals and all the bias rules they put into place to keep folks from contacting family, they truly want the system to be a very limited one that don’t have a lot of social activity in solid education that helps many leaving the system. It’s so many issue put into practice to over central human like a slave system. The outside needs to be truly educated on what they say on paper and the meals, and what they truly practice, then cover it all up till it blows over because the prison system is a form of the belly of the beast that help destroy families and communities by the mental wear they cause on others with all the abuse they get by with years after years.

- The thing that can done on the local level starts with the insight of getting other’s educated about the issue. That helps one self-defense on knowing what they’re up against. They will serve the people. Because most do not investigate or follow-up on things. But when we brainstorm on our ideas together we become strong planners in this movement to better our communities and lay a positive example for others to see how we overcome decades of oppressive methods. I’ll have to think on an idea of alternate structures and governance. At this moment there haven’t been any serious pondering about it, but I do think the first year we’ll see what really unfolds with this administration of Trump. He will fire all he’s able to if they disagree with him to make him look bad. They all love to keep the real them hidden.

I'm not saying you will use anything I write, but if you do, please use my whole name.
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